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BOWL ROUND 7

1. At the beginning of this film, its protagonist is sent to the Continent with Argyle. Sophie Marceau plays
Isabella of France in this film, and is impregnated with Edward III by its protagonist. Towards its end, the
main character screams out "Freedom!" instead of begging for mercy. For 10 points, name this film
depicting the Scottish War of Independence, which stars Mel Gibson as William Wallace.
ANSWER: Braveheart
192-13-87-07101

2. This country's selection as the site of the November 2013 Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting
was controversial because brutal war crimes were committed to end a civil war here in 2009. Over seventy
percent of its budget is controlled by relatives of its president, Mahinda Rajapaksa, a Sinhalese. For 10
points, name this island country, once home to the insurgency of the Tamil Tigers.
ANSWER: Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka
153-13-87-07102

3. Giovanni Piranesi's etchings are commonly used to illustrate a history of this city. A fire in this city is
depicted in Fire in the Borgo, which is located within this city at the Stanzae rooms, near the same artist's
School of Athens. For 10 points, name this city in which ancient frescoists worked and Raphael painted the
walls of the Papal apartments.
ANSWER: Rome [or Vatican City]
019-13-87-07103

4. Though he was wounded and captured at the Battle of Aspromonte, this man managed to win the Battle
of Volturnus. This leader of the Hunters of the Alps was known as the "Hero of Two Worlds" for his
service in Uruguay's war for independence. This enemy of Count Cavour led the Expedition of the
Thousand. For 10 points, name this leader of the redshirts during Italian unification.
ANSWER: Giuseppe Garibaldi
190-13-87-07104

5. Juan Seguin left this location to gather reinforcements. Men who elected to defend this fort legendarily
walked over a line in the sand drawn by William Travis. The Goliad Massacre occurred three weeks after
an attack here, where Jim Bowie and Davy Crockett died. For 10 points, name this fort near present-day
San Antonio that was besieged by Mexican troops under Santa Anna in 1836.
ANSWER: the Alamo
131-13-87-07105

6. This event occurred after Maximilian von Schwartzkoppen received an offer of intelligence from
Ferdinand Walsin-Esterhazy. The namesake of this event spent four years on Devil's Island and was
supported by Emile Zola's open letter J'accuse. For 10 points, name this controversy in which an army
captain was accused of treason, which erupted into a scandal over anti-Semitism in France.
ANSWER: Dreyfus Affair
023-13-87-07106
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7. In a battle in this war, the forces of Thomas and William Stanley hung back before supporting the
winner. This war featured the schemes of the "Kingmaker," the Earl of Warwick. It ended when the killer
of the "princes in the tower," Richard III, died at Bosworth Field and was succeeded by the first Tudor
king, Henry VII. For 10 points, name this war between the houses of Lancaster and York.
ANSWER: Wars of the Roses
052-13-87-07107

8. An act signed by this President paid farmers who reduced their cotton production by between twenty-five
and forty percent. The Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed during this President’s "First Hundred
Days." Controversy erupted over how to depict his polio on the national monument to this man. For 10
point, name this President who introduced the New Deal.
ANSWER: Franklin Delano Roosevelt [or FDR; prompt on Roosevelt]
149-13-87-07108

9. During this period, the zaibatsu arose, and a rebellion was led by Saigo Takamori out of Satsuma. This
period's agenda was set forth in the Charter Oath, which announced a plan to uproot feudal practices and
return the emperor to power. For 10 points, name this period of Japanese history, starting in 1868, that
marked the end of the Tokugawa Shogunate and the start of modernization.
ANSWER: Meiji Restoration [or Meiji Period]
023-13-87-07109

10. An opponent of this movement formed the Guidon Club. Along with polygamy, this practice was
outlawed in Utah by the Edmunds-Tucker Act. Wyoming was the first state to grant this right, the lack of
which was protested during the Election of 1872 by the civil disobedience of Susan B. Anthony. For 10
points, name this right granted nationally in 1920 by the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment.
ANSWER: women's suffrage [or obvious equivalents, such as giving women the vote]
023-13-87-07110
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1. Charles Evans Hughes lost the 1916 Presidential election when this state's governor, Hiram Johnson, was
offended over a social snub. In 1906, this state suffered an enormous fire following the destruction of one
of its major cities by an earthquake. This state's population boomed after a discovery at Sutter's Mill. For 10
points, name this state where a gold rush flooded towns with "49ers."
ANSWER: California
BONUS: A comparably enormous gold rush occurred in the 1890s, settling what region of the Yukon and
Alaska that lends its name to the event?
ANSWER: the Klondike
019-13-87-07101

2. This man denounced the bulk tactics of the Maginot Line in favor of a mobile, professional fighting
force in his treatise The Army of the Future. His broadcasts from London helped elevate his stature above
Henri Giraud for leadership of the Free French during World War II. For 10 points, name this general who
became the longtime president of the Fifth Republic, in power from 1959 to 1969.
ANSWER: Charles de Gaulle [or Charles André Joseph Marie de Gaulle]
BONUS: De Gaulle fled France after the government of Paul Reynaud was displaced by what pro-Nazi
regime, led by Henri Petain and named for the central city which was its seat of government?
ANSWER: Vichy France [prompt on The French State; prompt on l'État Français]
019-13-87-07102

3. This man was succeeded by Ismet Inonu, who upheld the "Six Arrows" of his Republican People's Party.
His marriage to Latife Hanim signaled the beginning of equality for women in his country. He also
instituted use of the Latin alphabet, revoked Sharia law, and banned the fez. For 10 points, name this leader
whose secularization policies earned him the nickname "father of the Turks" or "Ataturk."
ANSWER: Mustafa Kemal [or Mustafa Kemal Atatürk until it is read; or Mustafa Kemal Pasha]
BONUS: Kemal led the army at the Battle of Sakarya against what country, which signed the Treaty of
Lausanne to end its war with Turkey before instituting a massive population exchange?
ANSWER: Greece
019-13-87-07103

4. After marrying Arthur Balfour's sister, this scientist worked on the acoustics textbook The Theory of
Sound. This scientist isolated argon and is the first namesake of a law of electromagnetic radiation whose
inaccuracy at low wavelengths was dubbed the "ultraviolet catastrophe." For 10 points, name this British
physicist whose namesake form of scattering is the reason the sky appears blue.
ANSWER: Lord Rayleigh [or John William Strutt]
BONUS: The Rayleigh-Jeans law describes what sorts of astronomical objects that absorb all physical
radiation?
ANSWER: blackbodies
080-13-87-07104
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5. Pat Robertson claimed that a 2010 disaster in this country was due to a "pact with the devil" made during
its independence. A religion from this country believes loas help humans communicate with the god
Bondye. A critical speech by John Paul II helped this country remove dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier
(doo-VAH-lee-ey). For 10 points, identify this Caribbean country, the origin of Voodoo.
ANSWER: Haiti
BONUS: Dutty Boukman's religious rituals inspired the Haitian Revolution led by what man, upon whose
death Jean-Jacques Dessalines (DEH-suh-lee-nuh) took command?
ANSWER: Toussaint L'ouverture
233-13-87-07105

6. This city was protected from attacks by the Theodosian Walls. Michael VIII recaptured this city for the
Paleologus dynasty. The Nika riots, which started in the hippodrome, caused much of this city to burn. This
city was transferred into Muslim hands following Mehmed II's capture of it in 1453. For 10 points, name
this city on the Bosporus, the capital of the Byzantine Empire.
ANSWER: Constantinople [or Istanbul; or Byzantium]
BONUS: What name was given to the new empire that briefly existed at Constantinople in the thirteenth
century, to distinguish it from the area's Greek-speaking inhabitants?
ANSWER: Latin Empire
140-13-87-07106

7. A 1965 act regarding these people abolished the "nearly intolerable" system of 1921 and set an annual
cap on them at 170,000. Many of these people traveled through Castle Garden or Angel Island. These
people are the subject of the DREAM Act, and they may obtain Form I-551, which is known by the green
color it bore until 1964. For 10 points, identify these people who were processed at Ellis Island.
ANSWER: immigrants to the United States
BONUS: Operations Babylift and New Life were mass waves of immigration to the U.S. from what
country, which also provided refugees known as "boat people" after 1975?
ANSWER: Socialist Republic of Vietnam [or South Vietnam; or Republic of Vietnam]
019-13-87-07107

8. The Five Knights' Case opposed forced loans during this man's reign. He tried to charge ship money on
inland towns and impose episcopacy on Scotland in the Bishops Wars. His forces lost the battle of Marston
Moor, and his "personal rule" lasted eleven years after he disbanded Parliament. For 10 points, name this
king of England who was beheaded after losing the English Civil War.
ANSWER: Charles I [prompt on Charles]
BONUS: What name was given to Royalist supporters during and after the English Civil War, opposed to
the Puritan "Roundheads?"
ANSWER: Cavaliers
224-13-87-07108
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AFRICAN EMPIRES
In pre-colonial Africa, who or what was the...
1. Empire ruled by Sonni Ali and Askia Muhammad that supplanted Mali?
ANSWER: Songhai Empire
2. Religion of Sonni Ali?
ANSWER: Sunni Islam
3. Capital of Sonni Ali's empire?
ANSWER: Gao
4. Substance mined at Taghaza that was part of a famous African exchange, along with gold?
ANSWER: salt
5. City home to the Sankore Mosque and a famous university?
ANSWER: Timbuktu
6. Type of snail shell commonly used as currency?
ANSWER: cowry shell
7. Monumental archaeological site built by the Shona people?
ANSWER: Great Zimbabwe
8. General type of animal frequently depicted by the Shona?
ANSWER: birds
080-13-87-0710-1
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EUROPEAN JUDAISM
Jews in medieval Europe were...
1. accused of causing what massively fatal disease by poisoning wells?
ANSWER: the Black Death [or the Black Plague; or the bubonic plague; or Yersinia pestis; prompt on
partial answer]
2. instructed by what "teachers" knowledgeable in the Torah?
ANSWER: rabbis
3. often restricted to what sections of cities, named after a part of Venice?
ANSWER: ghettos
4. targeted by what bloody, anti-Semitic riots in the Russian Empire?
ANSWER: pogroms
5. subject to what vicious slur alleging they used Christian children to make matzah?
ANSWER: the blood libel
6 expelled from Spain by the Alhambra Decree in what year?
ANSWER: 1492
7. expelled from England by what king known as the "Hammer of the Scots"?
ANSWER: Edward I [or Edward Longshanks; prompt on Edward]
8. protected by what mythical creature created by Judah Loew in Prague?
ANSWER: a golem
080-13-87-0710-1
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AROUND THE ROMAN EMPIRE IN 60 SECONDS
In what city of the ancient world could a hypothetical tourist find...
1. A famed library and the Pharos, a lighthouse?
ANSWER: Alexandria
2. The Capitoline Hill?
ANSWER: Rome
3. Plato's Academy?
ANSWER: Athens
4. The home of the Sacred Band of Epaminondas?
ANSWER: Thebes
5. A temple of Artemis that was a wonder of the world?
ANSWER: Ephesus
6. The first ecumenical council, convoked by Constantine?
ANSWER: Nicaea
7. The capital of the Old Kingdom of Egypt?
ANSWER: Memphis
8. , Aquae Sulis, a large spa complex in England?
ANSWER: Bath
080-13-87-0710-1
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1. Defendants in cases involving this scandal, including James McCord, were prosecuted in the court
of Judge John Sirica. The Committee to Re-Elect the (+) President was complicit in this event, which
was exposed by Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein. Claims of executive privilege were used to
withhold (*) taped evidence related to this scandal, during which the President claimed that he wasn't "a
crook." For 10 points, name this scandal that led to the resignation of Richard Nixon.
ANSWER: Watergate scandal
131-13-87-07101

2. Kathleen Coleman asked to be removed from this film's credits as historical advisor. This film’s
protagonist is aided by Proximo after he is kidnapped from his estate in Spain and slices a tattoo of
the letters (+) "SPQR" off of his shoulder. Joaquin Phoenix gives thumbs-up and thumbs-down
signals as this film's villain, the emperor (*) Commodus. For 10 points, name this 2000 film in which
Russell Crowe's character Maximus fights in the Colosseum.
ANSWER: Gladiator
104-13-87-07102

3. One segment of this program fell victim to a "main B bus undervolt" and was never able to reach
Fra Mauro. Gus Grissom, Roger Chaffee, and Ed White (+) died during a test for this program. This
program ended with the construction of Skylab after its seventeenth mission launched by (*) Saturn
Five rockets. For 10 points, identify this NASA program which followed Gemini, and whose eleventh
mission was the first to land men on the Moon.
ANSWER: Apollo program [or Apollo 13; or Apollo 1; or Apollo 11; prompt on NASA; prompt on
manned moon landing program or equivalents]
234-13-87-07103

4. Defunct stations in this city's public transit system include Worth Street, Dean Street, and Myrtle
Avenue. The "master builder" of this city, the subject of Robert Caro's The Power Broker, was
Robert (+) Moses. A truck bomb exploded in the parking garage below a building in this city in 1993.
It is not Washington, but Khalid Sheikh (*) Mohammed organized an attack on two buildings in this
city. For 10 points, name this city in which two planes crashed into the World Trade Center on 9/11.
ANSWER: New York City
149-13-87-07104

5. Virgil Thomson described Jascha Heifetz's style of playing this instrument as "silk underwear
music." Brahms, Schumann, and Dietrich wrote the "F-A-E" sonata for a player of this instrument,
Joseph (+) Joachim (YO-wah-keem). Joachim popularized Bach's sonatas and partitas for it. The
lowest string on this instrument is G, and two of these are in a (*) string quartet. For 10 points, name
this highest string instrument in a concert orchestra.
ANSWER: violin
121-13-87-07105
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6. This god was worshipped by the cult at Heliopolis as the Mnervis bull. Another version of this god
was a man with the head of a beetle, called Khepri. Sekhmet was an enforcer of this god, and, like
Hathor, was known as this god's (+) "eye." This god's barge sailed through the duat, or underworld,
to battle the chaos serpent Apophis. This god often took the form of a (*) disk. For 10 points, name this
Egyptian god of the sun.
ANSWER: Ra [or Re; or Atum-Ra; or Amun-Ra]
186-13-87-07106

7. In a poem by this man, "lovely stars" are called "forget-me-nots of the angels." Another poem by
him describes a journey "to every Middlesex village and farm." This poet described the expulsion of
the (+) Acadians from Nova Scotia, causing the separation of Gabriel and Evangeline. He wrote
about a date that (*) "hardly a man is now alive who remembers." For 10 points, name this American poet
who started a poem with the line "Listen my children and you shall hear" about "Paul Revere's Ride."
ANSWER: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
023-13-87-07107

8. This city's mayor, Frank Shaw, was recalled in 1938 after the bombing of Harry Raymond's car.
This city’s 103rd Street was nicknamed "Charcoal Alley" after the 1965 (+) Watts riots, its most
deadly riots until (*) 1992. For 10 points, name this city in which fifty-three people were killed after
police officers were acquitted of beating Rodney King.
ANSWER: Los Angeles, California
131-13-87-07108
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This is a tossup provided for breaking ties or replacing a flubbed or erroneous question at any point in the
packet. The power marks are provided so that it may be scored according to fourth quarter rules if it is
replacing a fourth quarter question. The power marks should be ignored if this tossup is used to replace a
first or second quarter question.
A newspaper in this city published damning letters written by Thomas Hutchinson, who resided here
while colonial governor. One of the Intolerable Acts closed this city's (+) port. Samuel Adams
protested British taxation in its Faneuil Hall. The Sons of Liberty threw (*) cargo of the East India
Company into this city's harbor in protest of a tax. For 10 points, name this site of a so-called Tea Party.
ANSWER: Boston, Massachusetts
121-13-87-0710-1

BONUS: What founder of the Din-I-Ilahi religion was the third, and "great," Mughal emperor of India?
ANSWER: Akbar
019-13-87-0710-1
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